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Tring School  
Local Governing Body Committee Minutes 
Wednesday 24 April, 6.30pm 
 

Present: Mr A Kent (Chair) 
 Mrs E Ayling (Vice Chair) 
 Rev Huw Bellis ex-officio 
 Mrs G Budgell 
 Mr S Bladen 
 Mr A Durno 
 Mr J Foskett 
 Mrs K Hatrick 
 Mrs C Hodgson 
 Mrs G Rogers 
 Mr G Tuckwell 

 Mrs S Collings (CEO/Headteacher) - ex-officio 
 

In Attendance: Mrs S Ambrose (Head of School) 
 Mr R Gibberd (Business Director) 
 Head Student Team - Joe Giltrow, Hetty Bater, Max Guest, Olivia Thompson 
 Tim Baldwin, Abbie Stier, Ben Sharp, (Josie Drake - absent) 
 Mrs A Wiltshear (Clerk) 

 
The meeting was opened with the reading of the School Prayer  

  

Item   

1. Welcome, apologies and absences. 

Apologies were received and accepted from Mrs C James. 

 

Item   

2. Confirmation that the meeting is quorate 
The Clerk confirmed the meeting was quorate. 

 

Item   

3. Notification of Any Other Business 

It was agreed that the following items be tabled under Any Other Business: 

● support staff pay panel 
● Governor vacancies 

 

Item   

4. Declarations of Interests 
There were no declarations of interest. 

 

Item   

5. Minutes of Previous Meeting held 6 February 2019 

The minutes of the meeting held on, previously circulated, were signed by the Chairman as a 

correct record.  A copy was signed and would be filed. 

 

Item   

6. Matters Arising 

Minutes of last meeting. SAA noted lengthy email exchanges with County regarding admissions, 

had led to no further clarification (re staff children/skill shortage issue). County advice was to deal 

with cases on a situation by situation basis as they arrived. If a theme becomes apparent, then it 

can be addressed. 

 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

Item   

7. Head Student Team - Thanks to outgoing team - Welcome new team 

The outgoing team noted successes. Charity day for Hector’s House was a big success, over £680 

raised. Canteen now plastic free, also working with Arla to provide new Year 7s with metal water 

bottles.  

 

Mentoring programme also a success, outdoor classroom also, progressing further than expected.  

 

The first careers fair went well, new apprenticeship opportunities for students taken up, parents 

have approached to have their businesses included next time. Initiatives to increase awareness 

around learning difficulties also successful. Joint work with the Colet School, and with Littlegrove 

went well, promoted awareness and forged good connections between schools and relevant local 

organisations.  

 

AK thanked the outgoing team for their great efforts and successes and wished them well in their 

future paths.  

 

The new team (Abbie, Ben, Tim - Josie, absent) introduced themselves and noted they would work 

on a common project rather than separate ones. The team were welcomed and thanked for coming 

to meeting.  

 

Students left. 

 

 

Item   

8. Committee Reports 

8.1 Students, Learning & Community (Minutes previously circulated) 

KH gave a brief report. 

AK had given an update on Church group. 

There had been a long discussion on data. Governors felt headlines would be useful. 

Each term, governor and their LT link go through detailed report then will spend less time looking at 

detail at Committee level. 

PP interventions was discussed.  

Mental Health training - governors requested access. 

 

8.2 Resources (Minutes previously circulated) 

JF gave brief report which had focussed mainly on Sports Centre and new build. 

New build signed off with bidders day on 7 May. 

Sports Centre - progressing see Minute 12. 

 

8.3 Student, Discipline, Complaints, Staff Dismissals, Appeals, Grievance Committees 

AK informed governors that to remain neutral he would not sit on any exclusion panels. 

HB questioned whether the timing of these meetings was an issue for governors volunteering to sit 

on the panels.  It was suggested that future panels alternative times should be considered, 

including early evening, dependent upon parents/external parties availability too. 

 

Governors reminded to undergo exclusion training. 

 

Item   

9. Ofsted & SIAMS  

9.1 Ofsted Preparation 

Need to ensure governor work is ahead of inspection.   

The next inspection would not be until 2020/21.   



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

AK will create an area within Google for appropriate documents. 

 

Link governors / Assistant Heads - look at the relevant section in the SEF and summary page.  Also 

SDP. 

 

9.2 SIAMS Updated Guidelines 

We are in the window for SIAMS inspection. 

SEF has been updated. 

Little Gaddesden and Long Marston both had recent SIAMS - there is greater biblical narrative in 

primary schools.  

SC reported that her recent visit to LM school had been very useful. 

LG school had sent all their information on inspection. 

 

Question: is there a need for governor involvement with student voice?  

 SC responded that she had already collated a lot of student voice material.   

SC then mentioned areas which needed more focus::  

- the student body not talking trinitarian language openly 

- staff reflection, needs building on  

- stronger on getting student feedback on collective worship 

- need to be more overt with our ethos 

 

Governors were informed that the inspection would take place over 2 days with maybe more than 1 

inspector. 

 

Governors were also reminded that TS was the largest church school in Diocese. 

 

HB stated that ‘courageous advocacy’ seemed to be a focus.  TS was demonstrating this, the head 

students leading a ‘plastic free’ project, this should link with ‘care for environment’.  This to be 

emphasised with the students. 

 

Discussion followed about tying this in with our practice rather than it being seen as adding another 

layer. ‘Courageous advocacy’ had been focus in last 2 inspections.  Need to look at what we do and 

using language so it fits. 

 

Work with Hectors House could be seen as a project under ‘Community’ which appears in our 

vision statement. 

 

 
 

Item   

10. Chair’s Business 

10.1 Governing Body Confidentiality 

Just to remind governors of the importance of confidentiality outside of the governing body 

meetings.  A recent Ofsted report referred to lack of confidentiality as a factor in grading of the 

school. 

 

10.2 Governor Code of Conduct 

AK will continue with this as a working document and will incorporate amendments as appropriate 

by GT. 

 

Question: Safeguarding documents - do governors sign every year?  Yes,  This to be covered 

during the business meeting first meeting of the year. 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

 

10.3 TS Scheme of Work 

This is a working document 

 

10.4 Governor reports/engagement with parents 

As an academy there is not a requirement to publish a report.  There is a section within the Annual 

Report and accounts which details work of the school and governors. 

 

It was agreed however,  that the work of governors be communicated to parents through the 

‘Update’ newsletter, in the summer term.  AK will contact governors nearer the time to seek views 

on content. 

 

 

Item   

11. Head of School’s Report 

Previously circulated. 

 

Question: Are there any general trends within data? 

 

This report was looking at teacher accuracy and how close we were.  The teacher predictions are 

the final predictions from mocks and coursework. 

This forms a picture of where the school was at the moment. 

 

Question: Are there any concerns? 

 

SAA -Disadvantaged - there is still a gap.  We were looking at how this is addressed going forward.  

There is LT planning day coming up, the focus will be largely around disadvantaged, achievement 

and attendance and how to prioritise.  One idea was for every single member of staff to be a PP 

mentor.  Aim was to help students to ‘keep up’ and not ‘catch up’.   

 

Looking at students not reaching their potential, always look at students’ minimum expectation.   

 

The section on T&L was about quality first teaching.  

 

Question - How many staff are observed and how many observations are carried out? 

Every member of staff has drop in every half term. SLs were also involved they observe their team 

and others. Subject Reviews take also take place; SLs work with LT. 

 

Within the SEF there is a page on different types of observation. 

 

If any concerns become apparent then a teacher support plan is put in place - for someone causing 

concern.  These would not be addressed by CPD, which looks at the development of people. 

 

Teacher support is very targeted, there would be weekly meetings with targets.  Five members of 

staff are currently receiving support. 

 

Question: is that a high number?   

 

SC - Every year there will some colleagues needing support (last year there were 4) 

 

Governors agreed that this was not a number to cause concern. 

 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

SC commented that some on support would improve and stay and others would move on. 

 

Governors thanked SAA for the report and felt that it would be useful to have similar headings/ 
areas covered in future reports building upon past reports thus governors being able to see 
progress within these areas. 
 

 

Item   

12. Update on Leisure Facilities & School Rebuild 

12.1 Leisure Facilities 

In near future governors would be invited to have a tour of the new facilities and pool.  In the 

meantime,  updated photos were on the website. 

 

A snagging list needs to be gone through.  Hopefully students would be using pool next week. 

Swimming clubs from 1 May with public swimming 6 May. 

 

Currently paying EA to manage it for us, big meeting tomorrow with EA and Dacorum. TS can’t 

formally take over management until 1 June. 

Secretary of State for Education consent is still required.  The ESFA link had informed the school 

that the purdah period leading up to local elections on 2 May would cause further delay.   

 

It was hopeful that on 3 May DBC could be notified and then give EA 28 days’ notice for Tupe.  

Following this date, 7 May was Bidders’ day, when the school’s management of the sports centre 

could then be included within the presentation to bidders to consider the inclusion of a new sports 

hall as part of the new build. 

 

JF reported to governors that AK, JF and RG met before Easter and discussed the financial 

implications involved with management of the sports centre.  Having the pool open for at least a 

month with EA operating the pool would ensure that everything could be put in place for a smooth 

takeover. JF reported that there had been some discussion and concern that the commitment in 

terms of the trading obligation was going to be considerable.  JF reported that there had been a 

significant amount of questioning put to RG, every scenario was looked at carefully.  JF 

emphasised that it was Important governors were comfortable in terms that this was a profitable 

venture. 

 

JF informed governors that Trustees were ultimately responsible but it was important that the LGB 

look at worst case scenario - which would be that a lack of profit would be handing the facilities 

back to Dacorum. 

 

JF reassured governors that the board of TSLL was the Chair of LGB Resources and Chair of RLP 

Resources and the COO (RG).  There would be regular meetings and communication between 

them and careful monitoring of the finances. 

 

The additional funding of £120k was potentially at risk, so it had been discussed and agreed that 

this would covered by loan from school to company. The school would be invoiced termly for the 

same amount (£120k pa).  It was a concern about how the school would deal with this if the funding 

ceases.  As it was curriculum based RG was confident that there would be a strong argument for 

this funding not to be withdrawn. 

 

Question: How would the relaunch be managed? 

RG There would be the main launch in June. lots of publicity material had been produced.  All ready 

to go, website, twitter, FB. 

 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

Question: - have all the issues with land and diocese been resolved? 

This had been a long period of negotiation which was resolved by having a document detailing the 

parameters of use which sits on top of the contract. 

The land can only be used for the benefit of the children of Tring. 

 

Question: - how realistic is 3 May? 

RG - If there is not a favourable outcome from the ESFA, but is fixable, then this will be fixed 

quickly. If, however that is not the case, there is no obvious plan B.  As a reminder, the school will 

not be operating on behalf of Dacorum but operating for TS. The school would consider giving 

Dacorum notice to quit DUA - with 3 months’ notice. TS would then have to manage it, take the 

revenue and make the profit.  DBC would not have safeguarding of their £1.8 m investment.  TS 

could shut it down if it was not making a profit.   

 

Question: - Did it have history of making money? 

RG - The figures available were very ambiguous.   

 

Question: - what can we do to make it more profitable? 

RG stated that the USP would be about quality.  It would be kept open during holidays. It would be 

available for parties. Would work more closely with clubs. Possibility offer a cafe,  TSLL would aim 

to offer a brilliant service.  All the surplus would come back in to the school.   

 

Question: - Does this exist as a business plan? 

SC - Continuum produced a plan a couple of years’ ago,  

 

The focus on the Community is key to the plan. 

 

An experienced Manager had been appointed, whose knowledge was very strong and he was 

currently working with the staff who we will TUPE across. 

 

Referring back to the funding which would now come from the school, RG stated that this decision 

had been more favourably accepted by the ESFA.  It also mean that VAT would be reclaimed and 

therefore the subsidiary company would see a profit going back into the school over a shorter 

period of time. 

 

12.2 School Rebuild 

Bidders day would take place on 7 May. ESFA will make presentation to about 7 companies 

(although exact number to be confirmed) and they would then have a tour of the school followed by 

a Q&A session all bidders. Tenders would then be received within a month.  Two contractors would 

then be invited to put forward their plans some time in July. There would be 3 - 4 months of detailed 

meetings. These would also involve RG, SC, SAA + AJD who would be representing staff. Then 

detailed conversations would be held with SLs. By October a preferred supplier would be identified 

then planning would go ahead.  Site works expected to start next Easter. 

 

There would be questions from the school regarding the works around the exam period, school 

holidays, time to move into temporary accommodation.  There will be a need to start planning. 

 

Question: - What should governors do consider at this stage.  Would there be a need for Working 

parties/ sub-committees? 

 

There would not be a need for Governor involvement in that respect, they were reminded that the 

government was procuring and the school was the user. There would, however, be a need for 

governor representation during the July-October meetings. 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

 

SC mentioned QS support needed right at the start so that there was consistency in sharing of 

information.  The school had learnt a lot from the swimming pool project and how important it was 

to have a QS/PM involved.  A top quality QS would make more effective decisions.  

 

Cost implication for the school is an issue, but it would not be part of school’s annual budget, the 

school had reserves from which a QS would be paid. 

 

Question: How many bidders would there be?  

RG - there were 12 on framework, maybe 7 or 8 would be present, but bids could turn into just one. 

ESFA say about 4 or 5 could bid. 

 

Question: What if we did not get any bids?  

RG - this is unlikely to happen.  It would be a long project guaranteeing income over a number of 

years.   

We would be the biggest school rebuild project in country so would be attractive.   

 

 

Item   

13. Strategy Day - Outcomes and further steps 

There was an LT strategy day coming, which AK would attend and feedback to LGB and AK 

confirmed that the items governors had discussed on their strategy day would form part of the the 

SDP that the leadership team would be putting together. 

 

 

Item   

14. Safeguarding 

For information, no safeguarding issues to bring to LGB attention. 

 

 

Item   

15. Governor Visits/Responsibilities & Governor Training 

AK reminded governors of the procedure - once visit completed share documents with leadership 

team and VW and AWi who will put in the Google folder. 

Please upload summary form sheet after every visit. 

 

Training log, governors please update.  It was suggested that governors may be able to access 

resources on ‘The Key’ website.  However it had been noted that governors could only access 5 

free articles after which it would cost £700pa. 

 

AK had visited the outdoor classroom and suggested that governors may also like to visit. This 

could be combined with a pool visit.  

 

Item   

16. Approval of Policies 

16.1 Life Skills - core values of school. Quote about wisdom 

16.2 Inclusion 

16.3 Exam Access Arrangements 

16.4 Exam policy 

 

These were approved subject to alteration. 

 



 

Signed: …………………………………………  Date: ………………………... 

 

 

Item   

17. Any Other Business 

17.1 Support staff pay panel is set for 14 June.   

 

17.2 Gill Budgell (Co-opted governor) is leaving at end of summer. Alastair Durno would also be 

going. 

 

There was still a staff governor vacancy 

 

17.3 RG - reported in detail the recent settlement agreements which had formed Part Two of the 

recent Resources meeting.. 

 

17.4 RG informed governors that the recent Salix bid was unsuccessful. 

However, the CIF roof was successful.  RG was in possession of the Tender document in which 4 

bids were put forward.  Accurate Roofing Ltd came out cheapest at £221,000 together with 

satisfactory references. After fees and professional services £240,000, TS would have to fund the 

£20k. 

 

Governors agreed. 

 

 

Item    

18. Conduct of meeting Governors to confirm that the meeting has been conducted in an open manner, 

that all Governors have been able to participate and contribute to discussions and that all members of 

the Governing Body will have access to these minutes. 

 
The meeting closed at 20:20 
 
 
 
 

 


